At suboptimal H202 concentrations, DPNH inhibits the peroxidase activity of the flavoprotein, DPNH peroxidase, by converting the enzyme to an unstable intermediate that decays slowly to inactive enzyme. It is postulated that at concentrations of DPNH that are saturating for peroxidase activity, this unstable intermediate is responsible for most of the DPNH oxidation that is supported by alternate electron acceptors, such as 02 and menadione. DPN+ behaves as an activator by reversing the equilibria that lead to the unstable intermediate, thus converting the enzyme to the kinetically active complex that reduces H202. The data show that DPN+ binding will stimulate the peroxidase activity (by lowering the Km for H202) and simultaneously lead to strong inhibition of both the rate of enzyme inactivation and the rate at which DPNH is oxidized by alternate electron acceptors.
INTRODUCTION
DPNH peroxidase of Streptococcus faecaiis (1) is a dimer (2) containing 2 moles of FAD and one mole of a non-flavin electron acceptor per mole of enzyme (3) .
Evidence that the non-flavin acceptor is a disulfide group has been presented (3) . Neutron activation analysis has shown that the enzyme does not contain selenium (2) . In contrast, glutathione peroxidase, which has no heme or flavin prosthetic groups, is reported to contain one atom of Se per subunit (4) .
Previous work with DPNH peroxidase (3 ) suggested that the site at which H202 is reduced consists of a complex between the reduced non-flavin acceptor and enzyme bound FAD and DPN+. The present paper deals with the role of DPN+ as an activator of DPNH peroxidase activity and an inhibitor of several competing reactions. It is postulated that these multiple effects are brought about when DPN+ binds to an enzyme species that has lost DPN+ from the peroxide site.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Enzyme was prepared as described previously (1, 3) .
The minimum molecular weight per flavin is -60,000. According to anaerobic titration experiments (3) the two FAD prosthetic groups of the enzyme are non-equivalent. Peroxidase assays were carried out as already described (1, 3) in These equations were derived from the mechanism of Fig. 3 .
Although the reaction is not shown in Fig. 3 , DPN+, at high concentration, becomes an inhibitor of DPNH peroxidase (7) by competing with DPNH for species II (KI for DPN+ = 1.5 a&l). This inhibition did not occur under the conditions of Fig. 1 , because the DPNH concentration was high enough to reverse the effect.
The scheme shown in Fig. 3 is a si mplified version of the mechanism. 
